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Will We Be Prepared?

Will we, you and I, degree in hand, be prepared to take that gigantic step into the cold, cruel, evil asphalt jungle "out there"? West of the Gym parking lot, south of Kendall Drive, north of the A.S.B. trailer, and east of the Physical Science building lies the unknown, incomprehensible eternal reaches of the "real world." Out there millions of nameless men and women toil in economic, social, and psychological bondage while "the man," pay checks in hand, watches approvingly.

Out there flu shots cost money, vending machines unlike ours, are purposely kept empty to trap their unsuspecting victims, sucking life from them a quarter at a time. Kindness and courtesy are practiced only in as much as they increase productivity. There exist no course catalogue in the "real world" to direct us to a successful future.

I ask you, has our vista-expanding liberal arts education prepared us for the rocky capitalistic road ahead? The business majors probably have the right idea, but for us poor fools who feel our souls are more (Continued on Page 8)
**LETTERS TO THE EDITOR**

Dear Editor:

Although I agree that police are often excessively malign, I must take issue with the alleged "act of gallantry of a heroic scale" performed by a campus policeman (Pawprint, November 19, 1974, pg. 1). He was really performing nothing short of arachnicide.

Actually, tarantulas, our local bainasts, have been unfairly and unjustly defamed. Their menacing appearance is really a cover-up for a rather docile personality. They do not attack humans unless provoked and if they should bite, the venom is almost innocuous for a human being (if you are a grasshopper or other large insect, you better watch out, however). Indeed, many people keep tarantulas as pets.

There are, of course, two local "bad guys" we should probably kill on sight, the rattlesnake and the rattlesnake. But, please, let's leave the harmless tarantula alone. A harmful spider wouldn't even hurt James Bond!  

Richard Goodman
Assoc. Prof., Biology

---

Dear Editor:

I wish to preface my remarks by saying that I am not in the cast of "Lady Frederick". Rather, I think the play is a drama major, so I have no personal vindictive reasons for writing this letter. It is my opinion that the review of the play "Lady Frederick" by Harvey Friedman and Martina Connelly was extremely poorly written.

I wonder what the authors were trying to communicate about the performance by using such words as "effectiveness in performance", "believable" "convincing performance", "the individual trying to gain Insight as the real nature of the performance these vague words are grossly inadequate."

I also have two questions: (1) Why did the authors fail to mention that they did not view an actual production of the play but merely a rehearsal? As everyone knows no one can say it is not good until it is performed before an audience. (2) How could the authors accurately judge a play when they spent so much time wondering about the sexual preferences of one cast member? A speculation that has no place in a legitimate review.

To conclude, perhaps if the authors dropped their sophomoric attitudes, next time they could write a creditable review.

SIGNED,
Ollie

---

Dear Ollie,

"Lady Frederick" was nothing more than "believable" "convincing performance" "the individual trying to gain Insight as the real nature of the performance these vague words are grossly inadequate."

I also have two questions: (1) Why did the authors fail to mention that they did not view an actual production of the play but merely a rehearsal? As everyone knows no one can say it is not good until it is performed before an audience. (2) How could the authors accurately judge a play when they spent so much time wondering about the sexual preferences of one cast member? A speculation that has no place in a legitimate review.

To conclude, perhaps if the authors dropped their sophomoric attitudes, next time they could write a creditable review.

Signed,
Ollie

---

The present delay of the signing of the GI Educational Bill is causing the veteran to swallow the cost of inflation. However, when the country had a need, seven million young men and women fulfilled that need by serving in the Armed Forces. Now, as veterans come home and have a need, we are told that our needs are not nearly as important until it is performed before an audience.

The Administration has paid a great deal of attention to evaders and deserters, but relatively little to us. Nor has the press been greatly interested in the Vietnam Era Veteran. No mention has been made of the fact that for October 1974, 24.2 percent of Vietnam Era Veterans aged 20-24 were unemployed, compared to 8 percent of our non-veteran contemporaries. Despite the promise of some 70,000 jobs for Vietnam Era Veterans, little mention was made of the fact the Government normally hires in excess of 180,000 veterans each year; a promise without substance.

The aforementioned issues questioned the credibility of our Administration in their representation of veterans. A prestigious board has been appointed to worry about the problems of those who didn't serve. I am afraid this is not enough. I think we must be concerned about the sexual preference of any other cast member. We stated that Kurt Nelson's performance was ostensibly homosexual, which suited the character he portrayed.

Newspaper Editor

P.S. If you are interested in writing "creditable" reviews, come by the trailer and we will give you a job faster than you can say "ACDC".

---

The sexist

By Ken Seom

Women's Liberation has cost too much. Those who have this new thing proclamings "Freedom is not Free" have a lot of truth in them.

The price of liberating women has been the subjugation of men.

Our biological heritage which stipulates that child-bearing, nurturing role for the female, casts the male in the role as bread-winner and provider.

People of the over-population have forced man to free the female from her traditional role. This left the female with too much leisure time and subsequently she began competing with man in his traditional role of provider.

A man's sense of worth is tied to his ability to provide. One has only to look at the American Blacks, where matriarchal divorce is so prevalent (men can find jobs, but the men can't), to see how devastating it is to the male to fail as provider.

Not only does the woman lose respect for the man, she may also end up using him as a weapon against his economical helplessness.

On the other hand, most women do not find it particularly unpleasant to have the man as provider, since it is consistent with their historical job as a dependent agent of the man.

---

Inflation Solution

It seems that no one knows what inflation is, only that inflation that just keeps on keeping on, seemingly without end. I know what to do about it, I have been waiting for someone to ask, but since they have not I will just have to keep all this good stuff to myself.

But I will tell you. I think we need two kinds of money, inflationary and anti-inflationary. Money that goes to the poor is inflationary, ask Richard Nixon. He vetoed literally hundreds of bills to aid the poor and the elderly because they were inflationary. We have been told over and over, and over, and over, by the government that money to aid the poor cannot be spent because it is inflationary. And we all know that our government would never lie to us.

For every dollar in subsidies that goes to the poor it is inflationary, ask Richard Nixon. He vetoed literally hundreds of bills to aid the poor and the elderly because they were inflationary. We have been told over and over, and over, and over, by the government that money to aid the poor cannot be spent because it is inflationary. And we all know that our government would never lie to us.

So, it must be obvious that the only solution to inflation is for the poor to give all their money to the rich. That would take all the inflationary money out of circulation, and leave only non-inflationary money.

See how simple it is.

Of course I foresee a few minor problems, such as mass starvation, but I only promised to stop inflation. I leave the rest of the problems to sociology majors.
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Michael Lee Zlaket - Staff Writer
R. B. Garceau - Resident
Muckraker
LAST WEEK: Since you probably neglected to read last week's edition I will briefly enumerate the numerous humorous happenings in a quick, short, terse, and laconic manner.

"I expect Frank and Joe to be here any day now," said Susie. "They've come all the way from our home town in the Mid-West and when I tell them to get lost they will both be very upset.

"Tough luck. Let them be upset. Frank sounds like your run-of-the-mill chauvenist pig and it's high time he went to the desert to meet Mescalito last week and the week before, but for poetic reasons, and for metaphysical continuity, it's necessary. An introduction only in the way of preparing a stable foundation of the essence and meaning of this column. It is felt by many that such essays are needed for those who feel somewhat inadequate in their understanding of Christianity. Therefore, this purpose of the forthcoming articles is to discuss with you the numerous questions that may and do arise concerning Christianity. Questions such as: Is there a God? Are there true atheists? What does it mean to be saved? Who is Jesus Christ? What is the trinity? What is faith? Each week one or two questions will be dealt with in some detail, but only enough detail to stimulate your thinking. Is there truly a God? My answer is "yes", but for those individuals who question this simple truth, a more substantial proof is required. All human beings know a second insight or by intuitive reasoning that God exists. As quoted by J. Edwin Orr, his Questions About God..."this is an insight inherent in man, surely, I think we can say further that it is agreeable to reason, for there are many rational arguments for the existence of God. (And needless to say no one individual has disproved the existence of God by reason.) I am not a philosophy or theology major and do not pretend to be. The simple truth of His existence extends from a direct insight and not as a method of reason. The believer would automatically say, "yes, there is a God, and I believe in Him. As stated in scripture: "In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. The same was in the beginning with God. All things were made by Him, and without Him was not any thing made that was made. In Him was life; and the life was the light of men." (John 1:1-4) He would understand the Bible teaches that there is a God and that's that. No insight, no philosophical reasoning, just simple." Amen brother, but Romans 1:17-20 amplifies and includes another perspective: "For therein is the righteousness of God revealed from faith to faith..."The last shall be first..."The just shall live by faith...Because that which may be known of God is manifest to them; for God hath showed it unto them. For the invisible things of him from the creation of the world are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made, even his eternal power and Godhead..." Manifest in them" is the key phrase. The definition of manifest is, "clearly apparent, and to reveal," (American Heritage Dictionary.) Defining "them" — ("them" being all mankind) — a keen awareness, an insight, manifested within their minds. I guess one could say a conscience, or equate the familiar verse, "a God is manifest in them..."

How is it then? Is God here? How would one approach an atheist or agnostic? How would you prove the existence of God to them? J. Edwin Orr, (previously mentioned) summed up the whole argument: "The real Christian experience may be found by any who honestly seek." Therefore, there is no true atheist because for being such, one openly denounces God, whereby, he or she directly or indirectly (be as it may) acknowledges Him. And as far as agnostics, again I quote, "honestly seek," with emphasis on honesty.

Seek and you shall gain insight into the many glorioses of God. For it is the pleasure of God to hide mysteries because it is our joy to search. If you still have questions please contact me through the Pawprint staff, or call me at my home, 623-1938. If there are questions I cannot answer, I will find someone who has the answer and have them contact you.

In the next column I will try to formulate what Christianity bases itself on, a portion of time and effort. In order to walk with Christ, Jesus, one must have faith. A big question and one that mystifies many once you really meditate on it.

May God be with you and the peace of Christ Jesus within you.
Flushing Out Pay Toilets

The Committee to End Pay Toilets In America (CEPTIA) has attempted to coordinate a nationwide campaign against the pay toilet blight. Operated by Michael Gissell, a student at the University of Pennsylvania, the group boasts 1600 members across the country after only a little over a year of existence.

CEPTIA began its efforts with an as-yet unsuccessful attempt to rid the Pennsylvania Turnpike of pay toilets and the group expanded its focus to pay toilets nationwide. According to Gissell, the US has 50,000 pay toilets in operation which gross $30 million a year.

Gissell also pointed out that the dime which must be paid makes pay toilets degrading and cuts across all social barriers. "You may have a $50 dollar bill in your pocket, but unless you have a dime, you can’t get relief," he remarked recently.

This Week’s Astrology Chart

By Phoenix

Dear Pawprint readers —

This will be my last weekly Sun-Sign column as, being a student, I find I don’t have the time to continue. I want to thank Pawprint for allowing me the opportunity, however, and also those of you who read my column. I am hoping to contribute a special feature now and then on personalities in the news. I would welcome any questions or comments on any of my articles.

Thank you,

Phoenix

On the 26th, the Moon is in Aries; it moves through Taurus on the 27th and 28th, Gemini on the 29th and 30th, and Cancer on the 1st and 2nd. Mercury will enter Sagittarius on the 3rd, adding a quicker mentality to people of that sign. Saturn, traveling through Cancer, is affecting the U.S. badly. Saturn, as mentioned before, rules restriction. Cancer is the Sun-Sign of the United States, and is also ruling its second house cusp of money. Cancer also rules the stomach. Food shortages and world-wide famine are in store until the middle of 1976. President Ford, also a Cancer, may never make it through office.

The week of the 19th to the 26th:

Aries: This is a week of beginnings for you. New friends, new places. Travel plans are in the offing.

Taurus: This is a lazy week. Taste life; finances permit.

Gemini: Pay more attention to yourself and your family. There will be a meeting involving finances.

Cancer: Remember all that gossip from last week? Some of it is still around. Rely on your own intuition.

Leo: People will ask you to lend a hand in their business affairs; causing you some worry. Take care of your own affairs first.

Virgo: Break out of your shell this week, Virgo. The world awaits.

Libra: Changes and postponements are what you’re up against. Hold off on those travel plans, as it may be only a ruse to escape. You’re mentally exhausted; learn to say “no”.

Scorpio: This is a time to relax with your loved one. If you don’t have one, chances are you will before the week is out. There is a helpful lead at a gathering.

Sagittarius: This is a lighter, happier time. You’ll feel a strong urge to redecorate yourself and your surroundings.

Capricorn: There’ll be pains in the pocket for you if you don’t speak up. Get help. The holidays are coming.

Aquarius: You’re going pell-mell! Slow down. Your attitude toward the many you’re involved with can cause problems if you’re not careful.

Pisces: You’ll find more inward certainty, and it will show outwardly, too. Keep those lofty ideas and be artistic.

STUDENTS NEEDED FOR reporting, drawing, photography, ad sales, and other jobs.

For more details Contact the Pawprint office at 887-6311 ext. 233
Opinion Poll
We asked eight students "Who is your favorite instructor?"

Wayne Judson, Music
Without hesitation I would say that Loren Filbeck is my favorite instructor. He teaches Basic musicianship, voice and he is our choir director. He is firm but he is a good teacher. To him student are always welcome. I don’t think there’s another teacher on campus who would give up lunch to council a student.

Steve Jacobdon, Linguistics
I don’t have one but two favorite instructors. I like Dr. Edward White because he is comprehensive, logical and systematic. He makes us feel welcome... I like Dr. James Murphy because he is a competent instructor on a variety of levels. He is able to teach students of not only higher levels but is able to reach those students of lower levels and beginners. He makes the students feel at ease.

Carla Krause, English
Dr. Michael Simmons is my most favorite instructor. He makes us feel as if we are all still learning, both students and teachers. He is not dictatorial. His attitude is flexible. He is open to suggestions and does not feel that the field is closed.

Darrell Harris, Political Science
James Robinson is my favorite instructor because he gives us reality to chew on and not fantasy to dream on. His method is contemporary. His reasoning is logical. His attitude is flexible. Our opinions are expressed and respected.

Cathy Culciff
My favorite instructor is Elizabeth Rodgers. She is a very nice person, and a very relaxed teacher. Because she is a relaxed teacher she makes us feel relaxed too. She is the type of person that students could relate to very well. She is very understanding. She is trying to help us form a "All Sisters" group.

Bruno Gawrilsona, Art
Leo Doyle is my favorite instructor. He is that type of person who somehow makes us creative. He is very informal and I respect him for that. He is easy to relate to and very flexible. He is knowledgeable and open to our suggestions and opinions.

Paul Martinez, Business Admin.
I like Dr. Robert Smith most as my favorite instructor because he is knowledgeable and very flexible. He respects my opinions. Instead of me trying to reach him, he tries to reach me. That is a rare quality in any teacher. At first I failed to understand him, but when I got to know him, to me he became the best there is. I have learned a lot from him.

Rhonda Lewis, Social Science
I would say that my favorite instructor is Dr. Stuart Ellins. I like him because he is flexible. To him students are real people. I like the way he organizes his lecture. He gives us a test after each unit. And if we should miss a test, he gives us an opportunity to make it up.
**A.S.B. Election Results**

By Sal Bellia

Here they are the stats you've been waiting for, the results of the 74 - 75 A.S.B. elections:

**Freshman Class**

- **Vice President:** Shirley Alvarez 52
- **Secretary:** Barbara Harris 13
- **Treasurer:** Debbie Ohnmauch 12
- **Senator at Large 1:** Tom Caron 134
- **Senator at Large 2:** Frank Farad 130

**Junior Class**

- **President:** Kam Nina 41
- **Vice President:** Marie Patillas 41
- **Secretary:** Gail De Leon 30

**Senior Class**

- **President:** Danny Bilson 28
- **Vice President:** Jesse Moreno 36
- **Secretary:** Marjorie Shirasi 12
- **Treasurer:** Bill Howell 26

The number of people voting was roughly calculated to be about 254. This loosely figured to be a dazzling 5.5 percent of the total student population.

The voting seemed to be well conducted and included an A.S.B. opinion poll which may have value as a somewhat biased random sample but certainly not as a barometer of general student views because of the poor turnout.

The public is invited to attend the concert without charge.

**U.C. Recruiters on Campus**

California State College, San Bernardino Career Planning and Placement Center.

University of California, San Francisco, School of Pharmacy will be recruiting on campus Wednesday, December 4, 1974 from 1 to 4 p.m. in room SS-171.

All interested students are invited to attend. Further information may be obtained by contacting Mrs. Watson, Placement Office, room SS-122 phone ext. 408.

**More Students Than Ever at CSCSB**

A comparison of Fall enrollment and full-time equivalent students in the CSUC as of 1973 and 1974 has been made by the Chancellor's Office showing system wide FTE enrollment up 0.3 percent. CSCSB is up 11.5 percent which is the second highest among the 19 campuses. Only Dominguez Hills with a 15.8 percent increase is higher.

In numbers, the total increase for the system was 6,161. CSCSB has 223,353 F.T.E. enrolled in this system this fall. Our 299 increase makes us fourth in F.T.E. numbers. San Luis Obispo is first with 1,161; Fullerton is second with 782; Demingue Hills is third with 651. Ten campuses have fewer students this fall (F.T.E.) than last year at the same time.

**Original Prints On Sale**

Original prints by modern and old masters and Western and Oriental manuscript pages, some dating to the 13th century, may be seen in an exhibition and sale presented by the Ferdinand Roten Galleries Tuesday, Dec. 3 at Cal State, San Bernardino.

Discontinued Insurance rates to Full-Time and A.S.B. student members.

**College Student Insurance Service**

**Special Bonus Fee***

Donate Plasma twice Each Week:

Receive $6.00 the 1st visit and $9.00 the 2nd visit

Hyland Donor Center

450 W. 8th St.
San Bernardino

Mon. - Fri. 7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Elton John

Elton John only has to release an album of Tongan handclapping and it would hit the platinum in two days. This man's fingers are encrusted with diamonds and glitter does lead to gold. M.C.A. to one of the biggest recording contracts handed out in the history of the business. The five year deal will almost certainly guarantee him $8 million in royalties. Before this, Neil Diamonds $1 million deal with Columbia was the record. Now Elton's contract involves some statistics which are worth boggling for $2 an hour minimum. For every $6.98 list album sold, Elton cools tacks a $1.58 profit. Before, you couldn't even tell half... Creedence Clearwater Revival, accomplished this for Fantasy. Elvis used to for RCA and now Elton keeps them grinning with glee at MCA. Its not as though they are betting on slippery ground. With the exception of the "1137-70", live album, all his 3 other albums have achieved platinum status (that's more than one million units sold) and this doesn't even tell the story as just the "Goodbye Yellow Brick Road" album has sold more than 20 million copies in the U.S. alone!

Now we are offered his latest release, Elton John's Greatest Hits", a tasteful packaging of some of the numbers which have echoed his name into the mainstream consciousness. Four hot years are chartered and the man's still climbing.

The path to fame, of course, has never been so rosey and the ups and downs he has experienced, past 15 odd years as a musician, are well documented through out his past recordings. At the age of 14, his first band, Bluesology, was formed playing extremely esoteric material (for the time and place), like Jimmy Witherspoon and Mose Allison, in the scout huts and youth clubs of suburban, north London. The minority appeal didn't last and he soon gravitated to backing soul performers like the Drifters, the Spencer Davis Group, and the Kinks and Doris Troy, when they hit the London stage.

Throughout the 60's in England, a predictable path was set with the musicians, was the recording of cheap cover versions of the established hits. The cost half the price of regular singles and were sold in stores like Woolworth's. John then couldn't afford the 30-40 cents for the "real" item. (Remember 66c is the average wage now in England.) Elton spent time at this, with David Brydon, lead singer of Uriah Heep, singing lead with the Infants and while Elton would add the oohs and ahhs.

Then along came Long John Baldry, the doyen of many a London music scene, who just packed up The Steampacket band which had featured Brian Auger, Julie Driscoll, and Rod Stewart. They had created mountains of praise without any contracts. However, Reg Drage (as he is used to be known) union with Baldry filed the lead to the fame he was seeking, instead, he died a slow death playing tear jerking ballads in cabaret for Northern English miners.

By this time, the alter ego of his life, Bernie Taupin, had entered the picture. The music duo were initially signed to the Dick James Organization for $25 a week in advance royalties. Bernie would write the lyrics and Elton would add the music for such performers as Engelbert Humperdinck and Lulu. After a while, the music levitated started to take note of the promotion machine cranked up its gear to unleash a new star on the restless public. With Nigel Olsson on drums and Dee Murray on bass (both late of Spencer Davis) Elton began touring England.

The American debut came in August, 1970 at the Troubadour. He boys on "Don't Let the Sun Go Down," of the 1974 Caribou, No one can doubt Elton's consummate musicianship. Over the years the complex instrumental ensembles which had a tendency to clutter, have been abandoned by the wayside, for a cleaner musical approach.

One reason for his immense appeal can be traced to the "normality" of the fantasy expressed in Bernie's lyrics. The fantasy displayed in all these hits is deeply rooted in what we assume to be the average person's experience of everyday life. The very often unrealized longing for the abandonnement of the daily urban battle do not already have access to his past material and have a passion for his AM side, then this album is for you. Besides, he needs those dollars for a new hat.

Jefferson Starship

One would need a mini-computer to keep track of the various combinations that the Jefferson Airplane have generated. With the Hot Tuna saga, Grace and Paul's Space Explorations, Grace on her own, Papa John Creech's violin odysseys and now Jorma Kaukonen's solo album, "Quah", you wouldn't have much space left in a record collection for any other artists. Well here comes another violin work from Papa John Creech. A quarter of the way through the pace suddenly changes and another rocker is in the offing, on her solo numbers to another a song with her Dadasque rastings. Her slow mournful singing often outstrips the music so that instead of a symphony or an embellishment, we are left to reflect on the lyric alone. This would be sufficient if the content was not so enigmatic.

The past mania for political-space speculation which Grace and Paul indulged in has been moderated with the introduction of
A.S.B. Update

by Judi Jones

I would like to respond to the issues raised in the November 12 Pawprint opinion. It seems that all out there will know what A.S.B. does for ya.

The A.S.B. proposal has been ongoing for three years. The program should have been in operation by now, but temporary facilities could be provided. The board building is out of reach, other possibilities are being explored. The board is not too far and not too far from campus, and it may be used for a Child Care Center.

The A.S.B. government sponsors dances, lectures, films, publishes the Pawprint, has sports equipment available for free checkout, and offers many other services. For example: there are four foreign language offerings at UCSC. They would have preferred to stay. But they have not been able to get credit cards in the absence of provisions banning race discrimination. The world job market is truly closing fast leaving us only the best of the best. What shall we do? How shall we accomplish staying in school in the CSUC system to one of us were elected to initiate. The world job market is truly closing fast leaving us only the best of the best. The student government is getting one of us elected to initiate. A.S.B. government is not sitting on the pot. We are trying to move ahead, but it also takes your support, help, and cooperation. Part of this problem also rests with the working class. It is unfortunate that the City of San Bernardino or the local media does not give our institutions even a foot in the door.

(Continued from Page 8)

important not only to pocketbooks, who spend one hundred days a year and have few noble spirits in the life boat of idealism stay afloat in the shark-infested sea of commerce? The world job market is truly closing fast leaving us only the best of the best. What shall we do? How shall we accomplish staying in school in the CSUC system to one of us were elected to initiate. The world job market is truly closing fast leaving us only the best of the best. The student government is getting one of us elected to initiate. A.S.B. government is not sitting on the pot. We are trying to move ahead, but it also takes your support, help, and cooperation. Part of this problem also rests with the working class. It is unfortunate that the City of San Bernardino or the local media does not give our institutions even a foot in the door.

In the "new Eden" you from the Garden? Oh, you innocent babes of the Humanities of ideas and high thoughts might be judged upon. Here of six in the CSUC system to one of us were elected to initiate. The world job market is truly closing fast leaving us only the best of the best. What shall we do? How shall we accomplish staying in school in the CSUC system to one of us were elected to initiate. The world job market is truly closing fast leaving us only the best of the best. The student government is getting one of us elected to initiate. A.S.B. government is not sitting on the pot. We are trying to move ahead, but it also takes your support, help, and cooperation. Part of this problem also rests with the working class. It is unfortunate that the City of San Bernardino or the local media does not give our institutions even a foot in the door.

bonds the world record for changing majors over an eight-hour period. Our major has officially changed majors 402 times. One young jerk, Bill Perkins, after spending from 12 to 16 hours in the gym everyday for six years was turned by 10 thousand dollars by the Chicago Bulls basketball team; but when they found out he had been in the gym on the box, they broke loose and sprinted back to the CSUBS gym. Bob and Betty were unable to get credit cards in the absence of provisions banning race discrimination. Married women reported they were unable to get credit cards in the absence of provisions banning race discrimination.

You may ask what even a person of ideals and high thoughts might accomplish staying in school in the CSUC system to one of us were elected to initiate. The world job market is truly closing fast leaving us only the best of the best. What shall we do? How shall we accomplish staying in school in the CSUC system to one of us were elected to initiate. The world job market is truly closing fast leaving us only the best of the best. The student government is getting one of us elected to initiate. A.S.B. government is not sitting on the pot. We are trying to move ahead, but it also takes your support, help, and cooperation. Part of this problem also rests with the working class. It is unfortunate that the City of San Bernardino or the local media does not give our institutions even a foot in the door.

Word has been received that the College has been selected to be one of six in the CSUC system to participate in a grant awarded to the Center for Professional Development. The grant, funded nationally by the Foundation for Postsecondary Education (FIPSE), was awarded to the CSUC system to provide means to aid in faculty development.

The grant provides for the establishment of a campus center for faculty in learning new instructional techniques, improvement of classroom and project ideas for further professional development. The program will be renewed for an additional year. A member of the faculty will be appointed to serve as director of the new center with the Chancellor's center.

The biggest heartbreak in the world job market is truly closing fast leaving us only the best of the best. What shall we do? How shall we accomplish staying in school in the CSUC system to one of us were elected to initiate. The world job market is truly closing fast leaving us only the best of the best. The student government is getting one of us elected to initiate. A.S.B. government is not sitting on the pot. We are trying to move ahead, but it also takes your support, help, and cooperation. Part of this problem also rests with the working class. It is unfortunate that the City of San Bernardino or the local media does not give our institutions even a foot in the door.

The anti-discrimination provision, one of many amendments to the Depository Institutions Amendments Act of 1974, will go into effect in one year.

The legislation was initiated after a number of women complained that they had been denied credit because of factors others than credit history or effective income. Single women said they've been denied or given smaller bank loans than single men with identical financial backgrounds. Married women reported they were unable to get credit cards in the absence of provisions banning race or age discrimination.

Yet not all women were happy with the new legislation.

"The bill appears to have many serious limitations," said Barbara Shank, director of the Women's Right Project of the New York Civil Liberties Union and pointed out the absence of provisions banning race or age discrimination.

Shack added that enforcement might be difficult because the bill didn't require disclosure of the reasons why a person is denied credit.

But Bella Abzug (D-NY), the first congresswoman to introduce federal legislation on credit bias, rebuffed the passage of the amendment "very gratifying...and a victory for the women's movement."

Despite its limitations, she said, it would outlaw "the blatantly discriminatory practices that women encounter when they try to open a new credit account for personal or business reasons."

President Ford echoed Abzug's sentiments during the signing ceremony when he said that the legislation "officially recognizes the basic principle that women should have access to credit on the same terms as men."